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Disease, Sex and Morality

Devoted to the 60st Anniversary of the Cure of Syphilis
(1944 first Medication with Penicillin among the US army)

Four charming (and tempting) investigators, THE FAB FOUR, follow the tracks of our moral
evolution. A journey through time, along disease and religion. Visiting the back stages of
science and society.

The impact of an intriguing, rather bewildering, almost forgotten plague. Syphilis. Dynamic in
secretive domains. And it’s unbroken influences on Modern Morality.

…a sweet analogy in times of AIDS
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Needed Foreword

Why a film about Syphilis? There have been films about Syphilis before (e.g. “The Syphilis Enigma” by
WNET NY on the origin of the disease). It is the novel medical perspective. Looking at hardly questioned
connections between disease and the evolution of modern morality.

The cure of Syphilis is celebrating in 2004 its 60st anniversary. Before 1944, when Penicillin was for the
first time successfully applied to the disease, Syphilis was cured for over 400 years with a) arsenic poison,
and with b) prohibitive suppressive sex policies, defined and provided by church.

Both cures, sadly to say, were not that successful. As still in 1944 (after more than 4 centuries of health
prevention) of 15 million blood screened American soldiers, 750 000 samples proofed positive: 5% were
identified as carrier of the disease. Yet Penicillin had arrived. Synthesized by Alexander Fleming.

Syphilis can now be cured by 100%. Penicillin was the missing answer. There is no need for arsenic
poison any more. Thanks Mr. Fleming! And the 60st anniversary of Penicillin is a decent occasion to
explore - with rational smile – remaining prohibition policies. Which once were an answer of societies
to Syphilis.

60 years of successful cure may allow to think loud about decriminalizing society groups. Which were
legal before the onset of Syphilis. Criminalized due to the disease.

In memoriam of Fritz Schaudinn, Alexander Fleming - Henry VIII, Nietzsche, Al Capone, and all others
to whom cure came too late. Casting lights on the evolution of once useful appearing cures. And still
remaining prohibition policies.
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“Sex is full of lies. The body tries to tell
the truth, but it’s usually too battered
with rules to be heard. We cripple
ourselves with lies. Most people have no
idea of what they’re missing, our society
places a supreme value on control, on
hiding what you feel. It mocks primitive
culture and prides itself on the suppression
of natural instincts and impulses.”

Jim Morrison

“Love, which should give meaning to life,
is being observed day and night by a
clerical police. Church exists to take away
the privileges of the lovings. Love must –
as Rimbaud says – once more be
invented.”

Max Ernst

Treponema Pallidum
(Syphillis)



Project log-line

A road movie through the back stages of
science and society.

From Antique history until Lustful Middle
Ages, the sudden outbreak of Syphilis, to
the fascinating evolution of modern
morality.

Church History in contrast with Medical
History. And the influence of an almost
forgotten disease.
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The artist AXEL, together with LYDIA of the sex workers' activism group BLACKSTOCKINGS of Seattle/US,
ANIKA of DE RODE DRAAD Amsterdam, and RACHEL of KASSANDRA – Nuernberg cast their curious
and keen questions into gloomy taboo zones of double-standards. Their voyage, intrigued by a DVD, leads
them (THE FOUR) to meet academic researchers. Visiting them at historic and epochal locations. Trying
to reveal and understand.

Apart from studies of erotica, the history of sexuality has been ignored until recently. Sexuality seemed
natural. Eternally the same over time. And therefore required no history. [The pioneering studies of the
ANNALISTIS in France yet revealed that sexuality is socially constructed, and has a history]. In historic
dimensions our modern morality is not liberated. Abolitionists defend at influential positions society from
‘evil of lust’. Also mentioned is the threat of AIDS. Is liberal sex conduct the beginning of the end?

What is the meaning of medieval-church-book-pornography? Hardly presented in public, investigated by
few Margin-Art-Historians world wide? Interesting questions were not answered at school. What about
the abundance of brothels run by church officials until the 16th century? And the Holy Office in Rome
being the largest employer of prostitutes at that time? Around 1350 the archbishop of Avignon ran 11
brothels with more than 100 prostitutes. Similar numbers exist throughout medieval Europe. As for the
archbishop of Winchester, for Pope Pius II, and many others.

A liberal sex conduct, supported by the medical system of the time. Constant sex was backed up by medical
humoral theories. As Galen’s theory of body juices. Of blood, slime, black and yellow biles… the need
to let semen flow in order to be in harmony. It was common fear to get “stale semen”. A daily must ‘to
let it flow’. In times of menstruation of the wife it was common practice for civilians to visit a prostitute.
In order not to mix juices of semen and blood. To prevent health problems. Church helped by offering
brothels – and made money.  Prostitution was legal. Sex was a part of medieval societies.

Yet why was this ‘open culture’ covered with the heavy blanked of prohibition?



Jesus himself never spoke against the liberal sex culture (prevailing at his times). And there is a reason why Maria
Magdalena became the Saint of Sex Workers. So what was the reason for the sudden boost of morality during the
16th century? What caused Church-Elites to close down their brothels? Designers of morality then as before were
Christians. Who were those ‘designers of morality’, and why did they suddenly dictate prudish conduct? More
complex explanations appear as pointing at the Reformation.

THE FAB FOUR visit along their search the historian Anja GREBE, specialized on church book pornography, and
her rare collection of so called “Medieval Margin Art”.  Visit the church and law historian James BRUNDAGE, who
tracks down the background stories behind doctrines (at times burlesques), visit neuro-psychologist Petra STOERIG,
to view the cellular fundaments of the joy of sex, the anthropologist CHRISTIAN VOGEL, the sexologist Volkmar
SIEGURSCH, the spokesmen of catholic clergies with celibacy problems EUGEN Dreierman, the sociologist Paul
WINTER on functions of taboos.

All strings converge within the ideas of epidemiologist Stefan WINKLE. THE FOUR encounter here a very different
story. WINKLE Identifying the little bacteria “Treponema Pallidum” as cause for the evolution of modern morality…
the influences of Syphilis on our cultural developments.

With charming pictures of Marginal Arts, red lights, laboratories, lascivious apes, harp playing asses, arse-kissing
priests, which protrude medieval sculptures and manuscripts, which are part of buildings, monasteries, cathedrals,
courts and cities. Places then controlled by monks, priests, lords and burghers  – DISEASE, SEX, MORALITY presents
not only different perspectives. But lets THE FAB FOUR cast straight questions to scientists. Allow to talk about
backgrounds. About ideas of shame. About aspects they would otherwise not talk in public. Visit BEATHE UHSE,
an international sex supplier . Meet priests with celibacy problems.  Sex liberation movements. Prohibitionists.
Public Health representatives. Modern sex workers. UNESCO chairs on the problems of plagues.

The Back Stages of science and society. 60 years after it’s cure and the continuing influence of a plague .
...  a sweet analogy – in times of AIDS.

Part I
From Classical Antiquity until the Outbreak

of Syphilis - Morality’s Change over Time

Part II
From the Onset of Syphilis until 1944
(Penicillin was invented)

Part III
Since Penicillin until Today – Disease goes,

Morality stays
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Part I     From Classical Antiquity until the Outbreak of Syphilis - Morality Changes over Time
Evidences of ‘free sex cultures’ of antique worlds exist in abundance (Babylon, Greece, Rome,  Israel, Phoenicia).
Integrate the parallel evolution of ascetic ideas (Stoic, Pythagoreans, etc). Pass to the early Church Patriarchs.
The “whys” of their patchwork of doctrinal thoughts. Embedded into the cultural context of the time. Follow
the ambigue practices of moral policies exercised by mainstream church into the lustful Middle Ages (ascetics,
at the same time public concubinism, prostitution, etc). Then a turning point? The entrance of Syphilis in 1492.

Part II:   From Onset of Syphilis until 1944
Years of Not Knowing that it is a venereal disease (analogy to early years of AIDS). Then the discovery that Sex
is the means of contagion. Still not knowing why. God’s revenge? The sudden domination of the prohibition
fraction of church over the tolerant mainstream. The historic dimensions: Famous cases of Syphilis. Henry VIII.
The split of the Anglican church because of Syphilis? Other famous cases rarely mentioned. Closing down the
public brothel culture. Export the “New Morality” with Pilgrams to the US. Inquisition. Society’s handling of
poor and the rich – “God’s Revenge” vs “Gentlemen’s Disease”.  The disease and baroque fashions of Versaille.
The romantic period. The microbiological era. Until the US army’s historic treatment with Penicillin in 1944.

Part III:   Since Penicillin until Today – Disease goes, Morality stays
Sex liberation movements. Sexologists, understanding the neuroscience of sexuality, revealing cellular connections.
Anthropologists comparing sex across ethnics, times, species. Ethic commissioners of Church, of Governments
(EC, US). Sociologists. Lawyers. Margined society groups (homosexuals, promiscuitives, polygamists, adulterers,
children of catholic priests). Sex-Accessory-Industry speaker on their market. Epidemiologists on new disease.
Media ethics and policies - a Need of stability of doctrines? Sex Worker Unions claim legal recognition. Striving
the prohibitionist fractions of society until today.  Open end.
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The Figures AXEL

AXEL, bright, friendly eyes. Humorous. Eloquent. Educated. Speaking six languages. A hardly noticeable enlargement
hiding underneath his beard stubbles above his lips.

Born in 1969 in Germany, as third of five children of a priest family. He grew up in the richest district of the city of
Bremen. At school they were informed by their teacher about venereal diseases. And Syphilis. With photos! He had his
coming out (homosexual) at the age of 17

He left school to study theatre arts. In Munich. Continued in Malaga/Spain. Then lived in Paris. Where he worked as
translator in hospitals and finished his degree. Then back to Bremen, Berlin, now Hamburg. Working and still studying
with famous directors. The pieces that Axel puts on stage always touch in some regard moralistic (and sexual) questions.

He always was part of the public (parish priest child). After his coming out, when he entered the municipal stores to buy
cigarettes, the old ladies fell silent instantly. He did not make a secret out of himself. To the sorrow of his parents. He
faced double moral standards sturdily. Since he was a child of 12 years he was addressed “You have a position to represent
here!” He went along with most. Visited the trombone choir. Not standing out.

He never questioned the existence of Jesus. Yet opposed his father in Jesuit manner. He is interested in church history.
Also in scientists. What they have to say. About aspects of church and morality. It may be result of a longing in him.
Perhaps it is the moment of the family. He would like to hear from others about the topics of his father. On aspects which
were not approved at the family table. Thousands of aspects.

28.04.2003
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Stories. As of Potiphar’s wife of the old testament - ‘the mother of whores’ (“La Puta” in Spanish
“Putain” in French). AXEL would rather interpret her as self-confident women. Not as shameful.

In 2002 AXEL caught Syphilis. He was asked to visit the specialist. The diagnosis was “Morbus
Schaudinn” at his lip. The proves of the plague which was supposed to be extinct since years. He
received Penicillin. Bringing quick relieve.

It started as his friend had “funny spots”. His doctor could not offer any piece of advice. It looked
somehow like neurodermatitis. AXEL advised his friend to change the doctor. They had been a couple
for quite some time then. The next doctor diagnosed Syphilis. But soon was over, what once was an
incurable verdict. Thanks to Penicillin.

However, it was not beautiful. Actually, he did not know how to move in public. Not wanting to
infect anybody. How fast such goes. And felt how difficult it is to allow/accept a venereal disease.

 When he was inquired by his colleagues, he did not want to lie. Which leads to accusations: “why
don’t you use condoms?”, “typical that You had to catch it!”. His parents were afraid he would die.

He was life long connected to church. He pulled away from it. With the loss of a deep feeling. He
started to ask beyond. Beyond this ‘truth’. This process has not ended yet. Satisfying answers still
missing. And with questions even more questions appear. About the ‘big faith stories’ and their
connection with sexual and medical history.
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IMG. LYDIA

IMG. ANIKA

IMG. RACHEL
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Figures THE FAB FOUR

But this film is not merely about AXEL. It is about a journey. Started by AXEL together with LYDIA (bearing a
similar personal history, now engaged with a political self-organization of prostitutes from Seattle/US), and
ANIKA of DE ROODE DRAAD Amsterdam, and RACHEL of Nuernberg/Germany.

Action
Alias THE FAB FOUR they start a journey through the back stages of science and society. Trying to spot the
turns and twists of our modern morality. Which causes also much pain and stigmatisation to many…

Looking at often forgotten and almost trivial connections. On christian doctrines and laws. On venereal disease,
and the continuing influence on todays morality. On the search for the reasons of suppressions, of a moral,
which many think “it doesnt exist any more” and we would be free of it.       „CRAP!“ reply THE FOUR.

It is about the keys of romantization of love. About criminalization. About the change of sexual attitudes and
moralites. About Contradictions.

Together they start this journey, split into three passages. During their excursion THE FOUR pass by sexual
cultures of the antique until the Middle Ages. To the onset of  Syphillis, Follow medical historical anecdotes
until the cure arrives. And build the bridges to the "Here and Now".

They visit the BACKSTAGES of couraged scientists. Inquire members of contradictory fractions of society.
A Roadmovie through times, worlds, ideas, concepts. Along rarely presented relicts and original locations.

28.04.2003
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Visual Approach (in progress)

We follow real characters (FAB FOUR) through locations and their visits with experts - a mixture of  a  "reality show" – but between science, history, and
art! THE FOUR offer thereby 'out of the ordinary views' - with certain thrill and charm. Allowing to understand also human dimensions of morality while
granting continuity. Different cameras characteristics interchange meanwhile:

- reporting camera
More often then seeing faces in close up, we get them within long shots and medium long shots. Documenting the action as group, with rather
conservative, slow camera movements, no extreme viewpoints. Recording the moments, when THE FOUR cast their straight/odd questions to scientists.
About backgrounds, ideas, shame, etc. Keeping a distance, e.g. when visiting BEATE UHSE corporation, or meeting priests with celibacy problems.
Prohibitionists. Public Health representatives. Sex liberation movements. Modern sex workers…  These visits are located in selected settings, if possible
along illustrating artefacts.

- protagonist camera (subjective camera)
As it is also a "road movie" THE FAB FOUR take their own camera along - as normal tourists do … we see them filming. And it does not matter if these
shots are (little) shaky, with swaying or cranked horizons, while using lots of zoom ins and close ups. Spontaneous, extreme viewpoints from below.
Resulting in a refreshing snapshot quality. E.g. when LYDIA (with own camera) is interviewing ANIKA about her thoughts… when they take their camera
for us into their working environment. Interviewing colleagues in the red light on experiences… backstages of their work, getting us close to a world so
intimate –hardly covered by media well (red light usually hides from documentary media – it is rare that they trust to open doors).

- re-enactment where useful
THE FOUR are visiting historic re-enactment groups. To get a feeling for the time. But not the lame groups, rather the wild groups:  which celebrate their
swinger parties (orgies). Historic wild life in this context to catch! A close camera giving impressions for the time. Also a lovely setting for thoughts
between the FAB FOUR, 'while being right there!' - to reflect about the meaning of that time for today… (re-enactment on Greek, Roman, Iron Age,
Medieval, Louis XIV...).

- protective images
Not everybody in this context will be displayed in public. Circumnavigating the "not appearance" with silhouettes, shades, reflections.

- artistic images
DISEASE, SEX, MORALITY is carefully catching the stories of the historic artefacts. Whenever the FAB FOUR visit original locations, inserts on art tell
own stories. Panning on details, surprise drives, focus shifting, zooming in, while the voices of THE FOUR continue. Feeling and revealing those
lascivious apes, harp playing asses, arse-kissing priests, which protrude medieval sculptures and manuscripts, which are part of monasteries, cathedrals,
courts and cities. Along with charming marginal art dealing sex…

- computer animation
And there are medical aspects, microscopic bacterial worlds, and explanations as by neuroscientist STOERIG on mechanisms of Sex. CGI -  making use
of a complex artificial human (www.brainmedia.de). The camera "flying" along the areas of interest in full 3D, hovering, taking time, zooming, panning,
cranking over, also extreme views, while STOERIG explains (creating the illusion of a deep anatomic space, while light and colour follow with aesthetic
motivation).
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Green Light for Red Light? – ‘Whores’ and

‘Gay Artist’ in Science Documentary?

DISEASE, SEX, MORALITY focuses morality.
Reveals in a humorous yet not naïve way

complex layers of this ‘socially constructed’
dress. Which we all have to wear.

This subject is connected to church. To the

history of sex life. To medical history. To history
of art. To Syphilis. On the institutionalisation of

moral laws as answer to disease. And it is
connected to real people. Also to those who

suffer from the ban by this morality.

Different scientific disciplines contribute bits of
this puzzle. The FAB FOUR, a self-confident

artist, and three spokeswomen of international
sex-worker-organisations, combine 4 aspects of

utmost value:
-  they are political active. To include

involved persons, with a clear standing
yet also potential to learn – to ask for

clearance
- THE FAB FOUR are affected by today’s

morality, legally discriminated
-  they bring drive into the show, while

being bound to science and experts
-  they are ‘real persons’. Allowing to

identify some human dimensions.

SEX, DISEASE, MORALITY enriches sciences

with human interest. Allowing to witness a
roadtrip within the realms of science.

Voyeuristic? At first glance - of course there is a

voyeuristic appeal, employing ‘whores’. Who
would not be interested to see a ‘hooker’? Yet

this is a ‘hook’. To lure and to bind a broad
audience.

SEX, DISEASE, MORALITY leads beyond: THE

FOUR are not fulfilling clichés. They are
charming, strong, smart, and self confident.

Putting up questions, which may not come to

everybody’s mind. Questions which are
sympathetic. Sharp, yet also expose (at times)

societies absurdities. One will notice “yes,
actually cool. Smart. To the point. Exciting…”

The spokeswomen of international sex-worker-

organisations only collaborate as long, as their
mission is treated with respect.

It is not about voyeuristic clichés (even the hook

works). But about affected persons. The women
are casted from organisations of the

Netherlands, Germany, and the US.

LYDIA

ANIKA

RACHEL

AXEL
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Cooperation explanation whore association
Kassandra (registered association)

Kassandra e.V.
-------- Original Message --------

Subject: Re: Disease, Sex, Morality

Date: Mon, 12 May 2003 12:52:43 +0200

From: Kassandra eV <kassandra@kassandra-

nbg.de>

To: Volker Barth <volker_barth@web.de>

Hallo Volker,

die Fachtagung Prostitution ist jetzt über das Projekt

informiert. Es gibt auch Frauen die ihr Interesse an

einer Mitarbeit bekundet haben. Am wichtigsten für

Dich ist sicherlich der Kontakt mit  de Rode Draad in

Amsterdam. Ich hab mich länger mit Marianne über

das Projekt unterhalten und das Expose hat ihr gut

gefallen. Wir haben uns darauf geeinigt, dass wir

beide zusammen die nächsten Schritte mit Dir klären,

ich Dir ihre Adresse

gebe und wir uns dann zu gegebener Zeit in

Nürnberg treffen.

Marianne Jonker

Postbus 16422

1001 RM Amsterdam

Tel.: 020 624 33 66, Fax: 020 620 03 8 3

m a i l :  MJONKER@RODEDRAAD.NL
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Project Structure

The project is split into 3 parts, allowing to concentrate on 3 consecutive, yet interconnected historic periods. The three shares follow the same basic dramaturgic
concept. “THE FOUR” function as moderators, yet in accordance to the overall plot.

Basic dramaturgical framework (re-appearing in all parts):

(Briefly sketched)

INTRO - THE FOUR, cheerfully, open up each film. They initially meet at their union headquarter to check out together the new DVD “INTERACTIVE HISTORY OF

LUST AND MORALITY” (interactive films, presenting the same experts which appear later in this film). During the intro THE FAB FOUR scan the experts and thereby

introduce each “character” briefly.  THE FAB FOUR insert aside a) how the topics of respective expert is affecting their and societies life (bridges to the present)
b) comment it critically, leading to a rather lively presentation of science. THE FAB FOUR decide to visit the EXPERTS.

EXPOSITION – meeting of THE FAB FOUR and EXPERTS The exposition gives room. THE FAB FOUR check out sub-tones, including transitions from one

expert to the next.

MODULATING MIDDLE PART – THE FAB FOUR visit. The Modulating Middle Part leads to details, taking up aspects mentioned during the INTRO, query now.
“What is the expert looking for, what are his methods, how do they share their knowledge, how are they affected by science and funding policies? How does their

piece of info fit into the overall puzzle?”

REPRISE - After an extensive march through the MODULATING MIDDLE PART the REPRISE refocuses, summarizing already strived aspects, interwoven with
comments of THE FOUR.

CODA

Back in front of the DVD – and THE FAB FOUR scan a last statement of each ‘player’, a personal outlook according to respective scientific role. THE FAB FOUR
leave. Fin.
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ATTACHMENT  - Team and Projekt Daten

Team and Project Data (1st outline)

Television ⌧ Number and length of episodes : 3 x 52’

Cinema ⌧ Total length  90’

Part 1 ::  Classical Antiquity until Outbeak of Syphilis - Morality's Change over time             Doppelmoral von der Antike bis zum Mittelalter - ein bewegter Wandel 
Part 2 ::  From the Onset of Syphilis until 1944 (Peniciliin had arrived)                                  Anno 1495 bis 1944  - vom explosivem Ausbruch der Syphilis bis zu ihrer Heilung
Part 3 ::  Since Penicillin until Today - Disease goes, morality stays                                      1944 bis Heute. Doppelmoralit‰ten unter entzerrenden Lupen

Scriptwriting  language : English

Produktion language:  English

Formats: 16 mm (Art, Re-enactment), DV-CAM (Field Work), SoftImage (CGI)

Creative Team
Name Author

Dr Anja Grebe – D

Dr Hans Peter Hagmann – D

Volker Barth – D
Name Directing: Part 1 and 2: Cay Wesnigk. Part 3: (evtl.) Vanessa van Houten – D/US

Scientific Consulting Prof Stefan Winkle (Epidemiologist, Medical Historian) – D

Prof James Brundage (Church Law Specialist) – US
Dr Anja Grebe (Historian) – D

Dr Uli Zenner (Medical) – D

Prof Petra Stoerig (Neuro Scientist, Psychologist) – D

Photography, visual Treatment:
3D Programming, CGI:

Web Site, Interactiver film, and Project Design

Markus Frietsch – D
Frank Lutz – D

Lars Stock – Jazzapotheke.de

Countries of interesting for Coproduction/Distribution
[internationale production integrates internationale topics,

international locations, ‚Talents’ and scientists.]

US    first application of Penicillin as cure. Strong moral Prohibiiton- and  Liberation

Movements
GB    Penicillin synthesized by Sir Alexander Fleming

NL     moderate Prohibition Politics; Red light Culture

F       Louis-Pasteur-Institute; Strong Tradition in Mikro Biology; “French Disease”

Production Budget Estimate    400 000€              (incl. Production of interactive DVD and excellent recherche)
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ATTACHMENT - HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

HISTORY OF DOCTRINES – APART FROM JESUS

Morality - an ethic dimension. Administered traditionally by Church. Self-referential. A self-stabilizing system. We are all brought up in this
environment. We hardly ever think about “does it really have to be this way?” Until some of us recount their “Meeting the Psychiatrist”. Certain

customs and practices are criminalized according to a moralistic tradition. Which yet was not God-Given. But derived from self-invented ideals
by the ascetic apostles Luke and Paul. And the early church Patriarchs (Tertullian150-240 A.D., Arnobius d.ca.317 A.D., Augustin d.430 A.D.,

Jerome, etc). Yet without any fundament within the teachings of Jesus himself. Jesus never made sex a topic of his teachings nor a major
problem.

The restrictive ideals of Luke, Paul and the early church Patriarchs are a fascinating topic by themselves. Their doctrinal patchwork gradually

shifted into canonical law. And beyond into Western law. And moral policies. The taboo-evolution began on ideas of a few.
The Patriarchs were not divine. But humans. Limited to the knowledge of their time. And the personal gain of power of the Patriarchs was partially

based on their outraging and fierce ascetic sermons. Spelling fear of hell. Of sex. Demanding sexual prohibition. Eventually leading to the virgin
cult. Thereby the early church fathers wanted the best for mankind, and were enthusiastic about driving society back to Paradise. But why was

sex all of a sudden the one-way-ticket to hell? A drolly syllogism was the base of their ideas:

      MAN WAS SPELLED OUT OF PARADISE FOR EATING FROM THE TREE OF WISDOM. ADAM AND EVE WERE THE FIRST TO HAVE SEX, LED BY SIN. WITH SEX THEY

DISTANCED THEMSELVES EVEN MORE FROM GOD. TO GET BACK TO GOD AND PARADISE - BETTER HAVE NO SEX AT ALL!

This logic slipped into the public. Anchoring feelings of shame into minds from one generation to the next. Abstinence was demanded. Yet not

always the same solutions favoured. St Justin the Matyr (ca.100 – 165 AD) for example presented castration as
great step towards heaven.

Ironically enough Jesus spent a lot of time in surroundings of prostitutes. A normal element of life back then  [not
only in Jewish society - sexual culture was open. Exposed and expressed e.g. by Jewish King Herold.

Maintaining 9 wifes. The Greeks enjoying men and sex for the sake of Goddess Aphrodite. The Roman language
knowing 25 terms for “prostitute”. Prostitution and concubinism were accepted and regulated by law]. Even Maria Magdalena became (later)

not by coincident the Saint of Prostitutes.
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PRAGMATIC CLERICAL MAINSTREAM

In this regard of interest is the pragmatic mainstream of church. In spite of ascetic proclamations, it was not practicing a ‘black and white,

good and evil’ system on sex matters. Until the 16th century. Celibacy, although demanded since the 4th century, was not ensued. Laws
did not follow a rigorist elite, but stayed tolerant. E.g. Pope Pius II declared 1462 that prostitution is a needed valve for society (as other

church officials before him). Intriguing accounts are e.g. the Vatican Councils (1414-1418) in the small town of Constance/Germany. The
church representatives were accompanied by approx. 1500 prostitutes. Noticeable numbers even in those days. That the Archbishop of

Basel called a flock of 60 children his physical offspring. That the Archbishop of Avignon ran 11 bordellos. The Archbishop of Winchester
18. That Pope Sixtus financed parts of the famous Sixtinian Chappel with money deriving from his brothels. Where Roman whores

provided their services to the masses of pilgrims (work for the Holy Office).
Similar scenarios exist throughout the medieval world. And are still visible to Historians in rarely presented erotic (and pornographic)

images e.g. in church books, hour books, penitentials...

Fig. Pope ALEXANDER VI

IMAGES ON THE EDGE – NEW HISTORIC DISCIPLINE

A GREBE works at a first rank history institute in Germany. She has a hang for “the images on the edge”, the margins of

medieval art. Visible relicts of this rarely told part of history. Apart from studies of erotica, the history of sexuality has been
ignored by academics until comparatively recently. Sexuality seemed natural, eternally the same over time, and therefore

required no history. Yet the studies of the ANNALISTIS in France demonstrated, that sexuality is socially constructed. And has a
history. What do those lascivious apes, harp playing asses, arse-kissing priests mean, which protrude medieval sculptures and

illuminated manuscripts? Which were part of buildings, as monasteries, cathedrals, courts and cities. Places controlled by
specific groups – monks, priests, lords and burghers - serving also as arenas of confrontation. And what happened to this

medieval sex culture which was well accepted by the general public? Why did the relaxed moral attitude of the Middle Ages
disappear in the course of the 16th century?
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MEDIEVAL MEDICINE – STATE OF THE ART

Exciting aspects of cultural evolution are medical impacts on history. Often overlooked by historians, who are by trade not that sensitive to the cosmos of

microbes. The epidemiologist Stefan WINKLE spent his academic life on tracking down microbes. And the impact of microbes on
cultural development. WINKLE points out the explosive epidemic of Syphilis at the end of the15th century. Back then the roads of

Europe were aligned with bordellos. Partly managed by local communities. Partially by church. And partially by private enterprises.
The legal proofs exist in abundance. [The term “nun” occasionally was used synonymous as “prostitute”]. Sexuality was viewed

from a lustful angle. Yet more important: constant sex was backed up by antique medical humoral fluid theories, as already
summarized by the still influential Greek physician Galen: The theory of body juices, i.e. blood, slime, black and yellow biles. The

need to let semen flow in order to be in harmony with life. The fear to get “stale semen” or to get plugged. A daily must for ‘to let it
flow’. In times of menstruation of the wife it was common practice for civilians to visit a prostitute, in order not to mix juices of semen

and blood, to prevent health problems. Church helped this need by offering brothels – and made money.

DAVID VS GOLIATH – TREPONEMA VS MANKIND

Treponema Pallidum is a bacteria, spread by sexual intercourse. 40 years after it’s first description (1495) it was named for the first time Syphilis by the Italian
medical Giroloamo Fracastoro. He named the phenomenon of his patients in his medical poem after a mystical shepherd “Syphilus”. Who made fun of Sun-God

Apollo. And in return was penalized with painful and ugly abcesses. Fracastoro was the first who was not blaming astrological incidents causing this veneral
disease. But postulating a contagious “semen like something”. An outstanding guess for his time! And it took until 1905 that the reason of Syphilis, the bacteria

Treponema Pallidum, was identified by the German Fritz Schaudinn (who did not live long to harvest his fame. He died only a year after his
discovery. Catching a sepsis during his research activities).

The first occurance of this (new) aggressive form of Syphilis was reported in the late 15th century. Maybe imported by the Columbus crew.
The venereal disease may have rushed consequently from brothels of Portugal to Barcelona, via a perfectly functioning highway-structure

of bordellos. Soldiers at the time used to visit brothels on their way. Soon Treponema became known as “Spanish Disease”. Spanish
soldiers worked in legions for Karl VIII of Avignon (France). Besieging for Karl the city of Napels/Italy. On the other end of the defence-wall

of Napels likewise Spanish soldiers were employed and did their service. So it were Spanish troops fighting Spanish troops for the cash of
the crown of Avignon and Napels. The Spanish defending troops already had Treponema on board. By the arrival of Karl’s troops the city
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was already thoroughly infected. Including the prostitutes which trailed behind every war.

As an early form of ‘biological warfare’ infected prostitutes were passed from the besieged to the sieging army. Both armies were struck now by the infection.
Soldiers suffered too severe to continue fighting. The siege collapsed. The disease phenomenon became now associated to the Spanish/French troops of Karl,

renamed the “French Disease” (morbus gallicus). Soldiers of the French legion were also drafted from different areas of Europe. Treponema made it’s way.

AVALANCHE OF DISEASE

In pain they rushed home. The soldiers dropped nevertheless into every brothel on the way. Back then it was not known that sex was the reason for transmission
of the new disease. The epidemic hit Europe with a full blast. In midst lustful times. Even more the upper class, which was engaged in a more decadent sex life.

Soon it was re-named again: the “Royal-Court-Disease”. Lords and Ladies did not only suffer pain, but the ladies from infertility caused by Syphilis. Lineages
were in danger, not only the stock of tax payers and soldiers. Still nobody knew what it was.

1494 was the first time publicly postulated that it might be a venereal disease (Flyers of Nuernberg). It still took decades

for public health to respond, partly due to political complexity. It was an era of changes: Renaissance. Invention of book
print. Bible translations and reformation tearing Europe apart. People became aware of Syphilis being a sexual disease.

Quotes exist of Martin LUTHER, condemning prostitutes for infection his theology-students (students customary were daily
visitors of the bordellos, as they could not afford a family yet). Still, LUTHER feared that prohibition of sex would endanger

his reformation. As society would not accept such ban.

Catholic reformers as Erasmus of ROTTERDAM uttered likewise that prohibition of sex would endanger the authority of Catholic church. At the same time they

knew that Syphilis was the “working disease” of prostitutes (with no medical cure available until 1944. When Penicillin, synthesized by Alexander Fleming, was
tested on WW II armies of the US and GB).
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SOCIETIES ADOPTING TO DANGERS OF SEX

Medieval society had to adopt to the threat of Syphilis. Which reveals a different outlook onto moral evolution: It was not primarily

theological driven. But a medical protection mechanism of society. Yet letting the hard-liner-fraction of rigorist church look like triumphing
policy makers. As winners over the laissez faire fraction of church. The restrictive church policies were later transcribed to Civil law.

Society learned to understand the perils of the once before celebrated sex culture.
Public administrated brothels were closed down. In the city of Ulm (Germany) in 1531, in Basel (Swizzerland) in 1539, in Nürnberg

(Germany) 1562, in Colgone (Germany) 1591, etc. Prostitutes were driven and whipped out of the cities. In case of return their noses cut
off (images). Including branding the forehead. Prostitution went underground. Leaving the legal status it gained the centuries before. Still

it continued through time.

MORAL EXPORT ACROSS THE OCEAN

Along with the Puritan Pilgrims the victory of prudish moral ideas made now its passage to the US. Manifested in many regulations. In Massachusetts in 1631
death penalty e.g. was given for adultery (which still remained until the 1960es a criminal offence). Until today, 60 years after the introduction of Penicillin, the

moralistic apparatus carries on its policies. Media players as Disney explicitly present sex free programs. Economically successful. Some States of the US still
prosecute homosexuality as ‘unnatural act’. And voluntarily non-commercial sex between consenting adults (who are not married to each other) constitutes a

criminal offence as in 1984 in seventeen states. Adultery and fornications are still statutory crimes (as also in Ireland). In Western society prostitution still is in
most countries prohibited. Making it difficult for sex-workers to claim and defend their rights. Leading to an illegal life. Although they are society members. And

serving society needs. Catholic priests still live in celibacy - bound up in double standards. More than 60% live together with their household helping women.
Children of these relations suffer from their illegitimate status.

MODERN MANKIND AND TABOO

Society tries to tell the tale of humanism – in comparison to animals. Are we no animals? Are there animalistic roots driving us crazy at times, asking for
satisfaction, as modern biology claims? And why should such be a shame? Anthropologist and sexologists point out, that when biological principles are applied to

humans (ratio of testicles, permanent enlarged breasts, missing estrogenic genital swelling of females) these indices suggest that our natural tendency has
developed for a polygamous and promiscuous life style. As was practiced more or less in all societies before the Christian doctrines were applied. Invented by

ascetics. And finally accepted for public health reasons.
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Which might suggest, if looked upon the topic independent of Christian inventions of Hell and Heaven, that we might be a naturally sex driven species. Evolved

over hundred thousands of thousands of years. Not that fast changeable. By phylogeneticly spoken, sparse, 500 years of prohibitive enforcement. Freud was a
good observer. By pointing out, that sex-suppression by society turns generations into something like a common madness.

DISCUSSION – EXPERTS AND STIGMATIZED

People live in reality. Still. From a neuro scientific point of view we live always in fairy tales. In mental constructions and interpretations of reality. Sociologists
investigate thereupon the systematic evolution of social constructions. Historians have access to the background and circumstances of the times. Anthropologists

widen the view on sexual practice and morality across borders, cultures, and species. While neuro psychologists have well investigated the motivational and
hedonistic structures and drives related to sexual satisfaction within every (average) human. Psychologists make aware of the “weight of shame” on “personal

happiness”. Critical theologians call on double standards, demanding improvement of their system.  While criminalized and suppressed society groups have long
stood up to claim their rights back, as the gay movement, or international sex worker organisations (Rode Draad in Amsterdam, Hydra in Berlin, Blackstockings in

Seattle, Danzine in Portland, PONY in New York, Sex Workers Union of Toul Kork in Cambodia, etc).

21st century societies however lack a broad consensus on religious beliefs. And on the proper role of law in enforcing sexual morals. Those who operate on

assumptions and limitations of medieval beliefs, argue that they sex should be repealed. To continue to subscribe to traditional Christian religious beliefs.
However, legal restraints on sexual propriety remain in place. They warn that to relaxed restraints will mean abandoning the central values that have historically

held Western societies together.

DISEASE, SEX, MORALITY tells about the fascinating scientific fundament. Of the evolution of sexual conduct. Lining sophisticated queues of arguments.
Images. Experts. On how the moral-system evolved. From a fairly open minded antique sexual culture. Towards a rather narrow minded Christian doctrine. Not

based on Jesus. But on the ideas of early ascetic Patriarchs.

Along rare collection of visual milestones the evolution of morality passes by. As church book pornography. Underlined with anthropologic, historic, and neuro
scientific background information on sex. While tracking the exciting role of Treponema and the impact of these microbes onto our cultural evolution.

yet

leaving the sympathy - with THE FOUR
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Attachement Anthro Media - Organisation and activities

one job of science film is to handle in funny, yet interesting, yet

aesthetic - yet also with taboo touching courage - subjects of
relevance for today and everybody.

Anthro Media was founded by Volker Barth and Klaus Fuhrmann in

2001/2002 - to produce and vitalize documentaries on science.

Not to tell the story of weird appearing people, but to cross borders. To unite
on one side, at the same time diversify. To connect ethnographic, historic,

cultural, medical, neuro-scientific, cross-species, and psychological views on
vibrant and historic-driven society-identities. To view ethnic and

psychological factors.

Productions are made for the global market, touching topics of international
fame. On the other side help to improve understanding of cultural diversity

worldwide.

Extra info and footage collected during the development is ‘recycled’ in form
of enriched DVD-ROM - anticipating the need of iTV. Therefore attention is

paid to apply a reproducible dramaturgical framework – so that productions
can make use of similar underlying interactive multimedia layers.

The company employs freelancing members due to project needs.

Klaus Fuhrmann contributes experience in ethnographic  documentary film

production and realisation.
German Anthropologist (born 1964), studied

anthropology in Goettingen, Freiburg and
Yogyakarta (Indonesia). Since 1995 he works as

independent filmmaker, mainly producing and
realizing documentaries for television.

Volker Barth adds experience from coordination of large scale projects (in
 neuroscience).

(born 1968) educated as communication scientist
and specialized on neuroscience; He was tutor for

filming at the local Institute of Scientific Film
Freiburg, worked at the interactive film department

of the Institute of Scientific Film Göttingen,
developing MPEG4 prototypes. In 2000 he took the position

“coordinator world wide affairs” with www.brainmedia.de, in charge of
management and preparation of European research projects in

neurosciences. Conceptualizing and connecting wet sciences,
neuroinformatics to IT, 3D, 4D, and interactive film. He also worked

as lead conceptor on computer linguistic architectures for automated
text data mining within a national neuro informatic research project,

collaborating with the German Institute of Artificial Intelligence
(DFKI). Subsequently he built up an interactive film department at

www.brainmedia.de, spinning off in 2002, setting up AnthroMedia,.
Nowadays he is also engaged with OnlineFILM AG.
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Filmography AnthroMedia, Klaus Fuhrmann (a selection)

Title Broadcaster Broadcaster’s nationality

Wild West im Westerwald In development Germany

Magic leaves for the dug-out  - In the forests of Siberut - SWR Germany

Von Mythen Macht und Marapu SWR Germany

Die Diener des Sultans - Von Geistern und Menschen auf Java SWR Germany

Gods and Spirits National Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm Sweden

Garebeg – A court ritual in Java National Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm Sweden

Record of Activities AnthroMedia, Volker Barth (a selection)

Title Distributor Broadcaster’s nationality

European Vikinism – modern Vikings on the search for identity
(documentary film)

(in Development with Media Plus) Nordic countries

Cavitalism – the psychology of stock exchange (interactive doc.
script, options with www.interactive-systems.de)

www.interactive-Systems.de Germany

The Cell – interactive film in cell biology / concept + realisation
of sequences

IWF – IT Project Germany

VR-BRAIN (Virtual Reality – Brain Related Animation
Information Network) / concept + organisation

IAS/Quality of Life EU

BRAIN Vision (multilingual digital content market place for
neuroscience) / concept + organisation

IAS Germany

OnlineFilm.org multilingual digital content market place for
documentaries / concept + organisation

Onlinfilm AG / Econtent
In evaluation

EU
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ATTACHMENT - Filmographie director, author

C. Cay Wesnigk, http://www.cay.agdok.de/

 C. Cay Wesnigk (born 1962) studied visual communication at the University of Arts in Hamburg.  1987 he founded the C. Cay Wesnigk
Filmproduktion. Since then he has written, directed and produced several feature films, commercials and documentaries. In 1995/96

Wesnigk worked free lance with an advertising agency specializing in new media. As creative director he was responsible for the
development and production of internet and multimedia presentations. In 2000, together with 120 other producers, directors and authors

he founded the OnlineFILM AG as a public company to use digital technologies for the distribution of audiovisual content. He has worked
as CEO of OnlineFILM since then (www.onlinefilm.de). He is also Vice President of agdok, germanies largest community of independent

producers (700) (www.agdok.de). And member of the board of VG Bild-Kunst a german collecting agency for creative Artists and
Producers of films (www.bild-kunst.de). In 2002 he was selected as expert to the Media Plus technical advisory group on the Pilot Projects

Programme.

Equipment: 35mm-Equipment, Ari IIC 16mm, 35mm Editing Suite; DV Camera Cannon XL 1

F I L M s (a selection):

- VERGESSEN SIE´S (1987)
- VIER WÄNDE, EINE DEUTSCHE EINHEIT (Dokumentarspiel, 1990, mit Dominique Horowitz, Glashaus - Preis der IG-Medien)

- KINDER, KADER, KOMMANDEURE (Kompilationsfilm, 1991/92)
- IM BUS, IN DER FUSSGÄNGERZONE, IN DER KNEIPE (Kinospots gegen Rassismus und Gewalt, 1993- 97, Buch / Regie)

- LUX ET UMBRA (Experimentalfilm, 1996, mit Adolf Bollmann)
- IM ZUG (1997, Regie)

- GLETSCHER - FIEBERTHERMOMETER DER ERDE (wissenschaftliches Feature, ARTE/NDR)
- DAS VERMÄCHTNIS DES JENS KLIPPER   (mit Adolf Bollmann, Kurzfilm, 1998)

- BALL-SPIEL (Kinder- Kurzfilm, 1998 Regie)
- ANTONIA LÄSST SICH OHRLÖCHER SCHIESSEN (Kinder- Kurzfilm, Regie, ZDF 2000 )

- CARL F.W. BORGWARD, AUFSTIEG UND FALL EINES AUTOKÖNIGS ( Regie, Buch Jörg Komorowski, Dokumentarspiel ARD/NDR 2001)
AWARDS:   

Different predicates ‘Exceptional Valuable’ ("Besonders Wertvoll")
Glashauspreis der IG Medien for "VIER WÄNDE "




